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Patient-centered medical records, or EHR, can be a powerful resource for improving healthcare, as the
example below demonstrates. It shows a unique way for a provider to search for a specific diagnosis
and treatment, based on search terms that were sent by patients. Even in this simple example, the
data behind the pivot table is really interesting. This table shows that the threat actors have
deliberately and quickly scanned all of the staging targets for potential vulnerabilities. In addition, they
have identified a successful exploit and diverted further countermeasures by creating a publicly
accessible staging area in the affected organizations network. The challenge with data mining through
SQL queries is a slow learning curve. By reading SQL best practices, we make a few intelligent
decisions on how to collect and design our data. The final summary data set, in staging_target_data, is
then transformed using pivot in pivot_staging_target_data, and from that point the analysis of the
event is made in the visualizations. To fetch an Excel file using your corporate network, you either
need to connect to the corporate network using your computer or download it using the corporate
network proxy. Only use downloadable workbooks as it serves as a solid backup for your workbook. In
the above code, we specify the sheet name and pivot table as variable names. To tell Power Query to
use the implicit data connection we need to set the connection in the Power Query options dialog. As
for pivoting, Power Query allows you to create pivot table reports dynamically from a model with any
number of pivots, and any number of columns and rows to hide and show. You can even add graphics
to the report.
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